Abstract-A method is proposed for modeling a room transfer function (RTF) by using common acoustical poles and their residues. The common acoustical poles correspond to the resonance frequencies (eigenfrequencies) of the room, so they are independent of the source and receiver positions. The residues correspond to the eigenfunctions of the room. Therefore, the residue, which is a function of the source and receiver positions, can be expressed using simple analytical functions for rooms with a simple geometry such as rectangular. That is, the proposed model can describe RTF variations using simple residue functions. Based on the proposed common-acousticalpole and residue model, methods are also proposed for spatially interpolating and extrapolating RTF's. Because the common acoustical poles are invariant in a given room, the interpolation or extrapolation of RTF's is reformulated as a problem of interpolating or extrapolating residue values. The experimental results for a rectangular room, in which the residue values are interpolated or extrapolated by using a cosine function or a linear prediction method, demonstrate that unknown RTF's can be well estimated at low frequencies from known (measured) RTF's by using the proposed methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE ROOM transfer function (RTF), which describes the sound transmission characteristics between a source and a receiver in a room, plays a very important role in acoustic signal processing and sound field control [1] , [2] . For example, an acoustic echo canceller uses the estimated RTF to remove echo signals [3] , [4] , and an active noise controller uses inverse filters based on RTF's to reduce noise [5] , [6] . Recently, a multiple-input, multiple-output sound control system has been investigated for these applications. In such a system, multiple RTF's between the sources and receivers are used. Because the RTF's strongly depend on the source and receiver positions [7] , the RTF for every source-receiver configuration must Manuscript received February 18, 1998; revised March 8, 1999 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Dennis R. Morgan.
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be measured and modeled when the conventional all-zero or pole/zero model is used. We therefore previously proposed an efficient modeling method called the common-acoustical-pole and zero (CAPZ) model for multiple RTF's [8] . The common acoustical poles correspond to the resonance frequencies (eigenfrequencies) of the room. The zeros correspond to the time delay and antiresonances. This model requires fewer variable parameters (zeros) than the conventional all-zero and pole/zero models to express the RTF's, because the common acoustical poles are common to all RTF's in the room. However, even when the CAPZ model is used, because of the complex variations in the zeros depending on the source and receiver positions, the RTF has to be measured for every source-receiver configuration. This is cumbersome. An interpolation or extrapolation technique to estimate an unknown RTF at an arbitrary position from known RTF's would thus be very attractive.
A promising approach to interpolating or extrapolating an RTF would be to use a model that can express the RTF variations as simple functions. However, the conventional model cannot do this. In this paper, we therefore propose a new RTF model that uses the common acoustical poles and their residues. In this model, the common acoustical poles correspond to the eigenfrequencies of the room, so their residues correspond to the eigenfunctions of the room. Therefore, the proposed model can express the RTF variations with simple analytical functions corresponding to the eigenfunctions for rooms with a simple geometry, such as rectangular. Furthermore, because this model corresponds to the partial fraction expansion of the CAPZ model [9] , the residue values can be obtained from the CAPZ-modeled RTF.
Based on the proposed common-acoustical-pole and residue (CAPR) model, we also propose methods for interpolating and extrapolating the RTF at an arbitrary position from the known (measured) RTF's. In these methods, functions that describe residue variations (residue functions) are estimated using several measured RTF's. Then, we calculate the residue values for the target source-receiver positions from the estimated residue functions and obtain the target RTF by using the calculated residue values and the common acoustical poles. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the conventional models of the RTF. Section III explains the common-acoustical-pole and residue model. The relationship between the residue variations of the proposed model and the eigenfunctions of the room is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, the proposed model is applied to the interpolation and extrapolation of an RTF, and the results for a rectangular room, discussed in Section VI, show the advantage of the proposed methods.
II. CONVENTIONAL MODELS OF THE ROOM TRANSFER FUNCTION
In this section, we consider whether the conventional models can effectively model RTF variations caused by changes in the source and receiver positions. The typical RTF model is a conventional all-zero model (moving-average (MA) model) [1] . This model has coefficients corresponding to the truncated impulse response of the RTF; it represents the RTF with either MA coefficients or zeros
where represents the all-zero modeled RTF, and represent the position vectors of the source and receiver, is a gain constant, and is the number of coefficients. Coefficient represents the amplitude of the direct or reflected sound at discrete time measured for the source-receiver positions . This model can be interpreted as a geometrical expression of the RTF. However, formulating the variations in the MA coefficients and the zeros is not easy because the number of reflected sounds is large; i.e., the number of coefficients is large. The RTF can be theoretically expressed by using the resonance frequencies (eigenfrequencies) and their eigenfunctions of the room based on the wave equation [7] (2)
where is the angular frequency, is the damping constant (corresponding to the -factor), and is the gain constant. The parameters and are independent of the source and receiver positions; their values are determined by the room size, wall reflection coefficients, and room shape.
Because the RTF can be represented by a rational expression, as shown in (2), it can be modeled by the conventional pole/zero model [10] , [11] and represented with poles and zeros
where represents the pole/zero modeled RTF, is the order of the poles, and is a gain constant. This model needs fewer parameters than the all-zero model. In the pole/zero model, both the poles and zeros are estimated so as to minimize the squared error between the measured RTF and the modeled RTF at every source and receiver position. They are thus estimated as different values for every source and receiver position although the physical poles are invariant. Tracking the pole and zero variations is difficult because they are not independent of each other; for example, they cancel each other out in some source-receiver configurations.
We previously proposed the common-acoustical-pole and zero (CAPZ) model for RTF's. The background of this model is that the resonance frequencies and their damping factors are independent of the source and receiver positions as shown in (2) . This model uses the common acoustical poles which correspond to the resonance frequencies and damping factors. The CAPZ-modeled RTF is represented as (4) where is a gain constant. Comparison of (4) and (3) shows that the position-dependent poles are replaced by the position-independent poles . The zeros in (4) are generally different from the in (3). The common acoustical poles are estimated as common values for the RTF's measured at different source-receiver positions. Because only the zeros depend on the source-receiver positions, this model needs fewer parameters to express the RTF variations than the conventional all-zero model or the pole/zero model (where the poles are estimated as different values for each RTF). However, it is still difficult to express the zero variations as explicit functions.
III. COMMON-ACOUSTICAL-POLE AND RESIDUE MODEL
In this section, we propose a new RTF model that uses the common acoustical poles and their residues to express the RTF variations with simple functions. The basis of this model is that a room transfer function can be expressed by using the eigenfrequencies (resonance frequencies) and the eigenfunctions as shown in (2) .
We consider a new RTF model in a discrete time system by referring to (2) . Resonance frequencies and their damping factors are represented by the common acoustical poles , as in the CAPZ model. Because (2) is a partial fraction expansion for the resonance frequencies, our proposed model can be represented by a -transform with common acoustical poles (5) where is the number of poles in the objective frequency band, and function is a residue function. The superscript denotes the complex conjugate. In this model, the common acoustical poles and their residues are generally complex numbers. We call the expression in (5) the CAPR model. Although this model does not strictly correspond to (2), we show the approximated deviation of it in Appendix. From Appendix, the residue function can be expressed using eigenfunctions and as (6) where is a constant. We verified the validity of this model by the experiments discussed in the next section.
Because this proposed model corresponds to the partial fraction expansion of the CAPZ model in (4), the specific residue value for the -th common acoustical pole at the source and receiver positions can be calculated using (7) Since the residue variations due to changes in the source and receiver positions are characterized by the eigenfunction of the room, as shown in (6), this model can express the RTF variations by using the expressions of the eigenfunctions. Although the eigenfunctions depend on the physical characteristics of the room, formulating the residue variations is easy when the eigenfunctions are well understood as is the case for a rectangular room. Thus, in the following section, we discuss the residue variations of our CAPR model in a rectangular room.
IV. RESIDUE VARIATIONS IN A RECTANGULAR ROOM

A. Theoretical Residue Variations
For a rectangular room, the eigenfunction can be decomposed into three eigenfunctions corresponding to the -, -, and -axes [7] as follows: (8) where
, and are integers representing the index of each eigenfunction, and corresponds to a set of . The eigenfunction along the -axis is expressed as (9) where and are constants, and is a wave number expressed as (10) where is the dimension along the -axis of the room, and corresponds to the acoustic absorption coefficient of the walls. Based on (6) and (8), the residue is expressed as (11) For simplicity, we consider the residue variation when the source location is fixed and the receiver position is moved parallel to the -axis. In this case, is a function of only ; i.e., residue can be represented by . Wave number is replaced by to allow use of the same index of . Because all of the other eigenfunctions, except , can be treated as constants, the residue can be expressed as (12) The wave number of residue is a wave number of the -axis. The wave number (corresponding to the resonance frequency) of the common acoustical poles is a three-dimensional (3-D) space wave number. Therefore, and are usually different. The relationship between and is (13) Moreover, several sets of can occasionally satisfy one . That is, when the resonance frequencies degenerate, several wave numbers can correspond to one 3-D space wave number . Based on [7] , the residue of (12) is a cosine function whose amplitude initially decreases away from the wall boundary. By assuming the acoustic absorption coefficient is small, we can treat the wave number as a real number. In this case, the residue function can be expressed as a simple cosine function (14) where the constant is a complex number and corresponds to the wall boundary of the room. The residue variation can thus be expressed as an explicit function, while the zero variations in the conventional common-acousticalpole and zero model cannot.
B. Experimental Results
In practice, the residue values are calculated from measured RTF's. We calculated the residue values in a rectangular room based on our proposed CAPR modeling method to investigate the relationship between their variations and the theoretical residue variations. The room was m (w) m (d) m (h) with a reverberation time of 0.5 s. The source location was fixed, and 16 receivers were set parallel to the -axis at intervals of 20 cm (Fig. 1) . In Fig. 1 , the origin is at the lower left corner. We numbered the receiver positions from 1 to 16 starting at the end nearest to the source. The middle point between receiver positions 8 and 9 corresponds to the center of the room along the -axis. We measured the 16 impulse responses by using a maximum-length sequence with a period of 16 383. A loudspeaker with a diameter of 16 cm, an omnidirection microphone, and 16-b A/D and D/A converters were used for the measurements. The frequency range was limited to a low range (80 to 200 Hz), where there are not so many resonance frequencies, to avoid a high computational load. The sampling frequency was set to 500 Hz. The average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measured impulse responses was over 40 dB [12] . Fig. 2 shows an example of a measured impulse response. First, we estimated the common acoustical poles from the measured impulse responses at seven positions: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, and 14. The number of estimated poles was 60 based on the number of resonance frequencies and their degeneration [13] . Next, we estimated the zeros in each of the 16 RTF's by using the estimated common acoustical poles. That is, we obtained sixteen CAPZ-modeled RTF's. The number of zeros was the same as the number of poles. Then, the residue values in each RTF were calculated using the partial fraction expansion of those CAPZ-modeled RTF's.
Examples of the residue variations, for resonance frequencies of 107 and 179 Hz, are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) , respectively, with the residue values plotted continuously.
Both observed residue values varied as a cosine-like function corresponding to (14) . They were symmetrical in absolute amplitude with respect to the center of the room (the point between receiver positions 8 and 9). The residue variation for the resonance frequency of 107 Hz corresponds to the mode. Although several modes degenerate at a resonance frequency of 179 Hz, the observed residue variation corresponds to the mode. That is, even if the poles degenerate, the residue variations can be obtained at one particular mode (a particular function). When the resonance frequencies degenerate, the correspondence between a particular observed function and the theoretical eigenfunction requires further analysis. Nevertheless, these experimental results show that our proposed CAPR modeling method can express RTF variations as simple residue variations corresponding to the eigenfunctions.
V. PRINCIPLE OF INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION OF RTF's
Because the common acoustical poles do not depend on the source and receiver positions, the RTF variations can be expressed by the residue variations in our proposed model. Therefore, interpolating or extrapolating the RTF can be reformulated as a problem of interpolating or extrapolating residue functions. That is, it becomes a problem of estimating the residue functions.
We will discuss interpolation and extrapolation assuming a rectangular room, because the eigenfunctions of a rectangular room are well understood. For such a room, we need to estimate only the parameters of the eigenfunction. Although the room shape is simple, it provides a good approximation for many rooms, especially at low frequencies. Also, we assume that the source location is fixed and the receiver moves parallel to the -axis which simplifies the residue variation as discussed in Section IV.
The proposed interpolation method is outlined in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the impulse response at receiver position is interpolated by using, as an example, the four impulse responses to measured at to . The number of impulse responses is required to exceed the number of parameters in the residue functions. First, the common acoustical poles are estimated from the measured impulse responses. Next, each RTF is CAPZ modeled by using the estimated poles . The residue values are calculated using the partial fraction expansion of the CAPZ-modeled RTF's as shown in (7) . Then the parameters of the residue functions are determined based on the calculated residue values at the four positions. The residue function is thus expressed by this parametric model. Residue value at receiver position is calculated by evaluating the estimated residue function for . These steps are repeated for all . Finally, using all of the estimated residue values and the common acoustical poles , we obtain the interpolated impulse response at . Extrapolation of the RTF can be done in a similar manner. As shown in the previous section, the residue variations are cosine-like functions in a rectangular room. Therefore, we propose using a simple cosine function or a linear prediction method to estimate the residue values at the target position. The details of these parameter estimation methods are explained below.
A. Residue Function Estimation as a Cosine Function
When the acoustic absorption coefficients of the walls are small, wave number can be treated as a real number. In this case, the real and imaginary parts of the residue functions can be approximated by cosine functions (15) (16)
The real and imaginary parts of the residue function are assumed to be independent, and is used to remove any bias components.
We consider the determination of the parameters of cosine function in (16) based on the residue values observed at receiver positions. We assume that the relative position from the first receiver position is known for each receiver position, but is unknown. Moreover, we assume that the room size is unknown. Because , the approximated residue function can be represented as (17) The wave number of 3-D space can be calculated based on the estimated common acoustical pole. However, the wave number for each axis cannot be estimated from the wave number of 3-D space because the room size is unknown. That is, the wave number for the -axis in (17) is an unknown parameter. Thus, it is difficult to determine all the parameters in (17) at the same time. Therefore, by setting values from 0 Hz up to the maximum objective frequency at intervals of 1 Hz for the wave number , we can determine the optimum set of wave numbers and the other parameters as follows.
First, the wave number is set to one value from among the objective frequencies. Changing the value of wave number within the objective frequencies,
, and their squared error are calculated for each wave number . The optimum set of parameters and is determined so as to minimize the squared error (19). Finally, the approximated residue function is given as (20) These steps are repeated for all .
B. Residue Value Estimation Based on a Linear Prediction Method
The linear prediction method [14] corresponds to approximating the residue function as an exponentially increasing/decreasing cosine function. Therefore, this method can approximate the residue variations better than the simple cosine function approximation. However, the impulse responses should be measured at equal intervals.
When the receivers are set at intervals of , we assume that the real and imaginary part of the residue at position can be expressed by using those of positions and
This equation is equivalent to the linear prediction equation in the time domain with prediction coefficients and . The matrix formulation of (21) 
When this matrix equation is written as , the least-squares solutions can again be obtained by calculating , as in the previous method. By using the determined and and the known and , the residue values can be estimated recursively. Comparing these two methods, the cosine function approximation can be used for unequal intervals between receiver positions and for both interpolation and extrapolation, although it ignores the damping effect. In contrast, the linear prediction method requires that the receiver positions be set at equal intervals. Moreover, when there are few measured RTF's, it can only be used for extrapolation. Nevertheless, it enables increases or decreases in the amplitude of the residue function to be expressed, and it requires fewer operations to estimate the parameters than does the cosine function approximation.
VI. INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION EXPERIMENTS
We interpolated and extrapolated unknown RTF's from measured RTF's by using our proposed methods. The impulse responses used for these experiments were the same as those described in Section IV. To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we compared the estimation error with that obtained using conventional methods. A linear interpolation method was used as a conventional interpolation method. Since there is no specific conventional extrapolation method, we used the RTF of the nearest known position as a conventional method for comparison.
A. Interpolation
First, we estimated the residue function by using the seven actual residue values ( , and ) for each . The actual residue values and the common acoustical poles were calculated based on the proposed CAPR modeling method from the measured RTF's. Here, the number of common acoustical poles was set to 60. The residue function was approximated as a simple cosine function, and the parameters of the approximated residue function were estimated using the method described in the previous section.
Examples of the estimated residue function and actual residue variations corresponding to pole frequencies of 107 and 179 Hz are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , respectively. In these figures, the actual residue variations were obtained by continuously plotting the actual residue values calculated from the RTF's measured at all receiver positions and 14. The estimated residue functions (dashed lines) agree closely with the actual residue variations (solid lines).
Next, we interpolated the RTF at receiver position 7 by using the estimated residue functions and the common acoustical poles . This corresponds to interpolating the RTF at receiver position 7 by using the RTF's at receiver positions 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, and 14. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the frequency responses of the actual RTF, the RTF interpolated using the proposed method, and the RTF interpolated using the conventional linear interpolation method. Although receiver position 7 was 80 cm from both positions 3 and 11, the RTF interpolated using our proposed method agreed well with the actual RTF. In contrast, the RTF interpolated by the conventional linear interpolation method using complex values of the RTF's at receiver positions 3 and 11 had large errors.
We also compared the actual RTF and interpolated RTF in the time domain. The impulse response of our interpolated RTF was derived from the inverse -transform of (5). As shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) , the impulse responses of the RTF interpolated using the proposed method also agreed closely with that of the actual RTF. To show the effectiveness of our method, the impulse responses of the actual RTF's at receiver positions 3 and 11, and the impulse responses of the RTF's at receiver position 7, which were interpolated by using the conventional interpolation method from the RTF's at the receiver position 3 and 11 are shown in Fig. 7(c), (d) , and (e).
Next, we investigated the relationship between the interpolation distance and the time domain estimation error. Here, the interpolation distance is the distance between the position of the interpolated RTF and the nearest receiver among the known RTF's. The error power was defined as
Error Power
(dB) (23) where, is the actual impulse response and is the impulse response of the interpolated RTF. We plotted the error power against the interpolation distance (Fig. 8) .
For comparison, we also plotted the results for the linear interpolation method. The proposed method interpolated the RTF's with better accuracy than did the conventional linear interpolation method.
B. Extrapolation
We estimated the RTF's at receiver positions 8 to 12 by using the RTF's at positions 1 to 7. Two approximate residue functions [a cosine function (16) and a linear prediction method (21)] were used to extrapolate the RTF's.
First, we estimated the common acoustical poles by using the seven known RTF's, then we calculated the residue values at receiver positions 1 to 7. The estimation conditions were the same as for the interpolation. Next, the parameters of the approximated residue function were determined by using the actual residue values for each method: the cosine function approximation and the linear prediction method. Finally, we obtained the extrapolated RTF's by using the common acoustical poles and estimated residue values . Fig. 9 shows the frequency responses of the actual (solid) and extrapolated (dashed line) RTF's at receiver position 9 (40 cm from receiver position 7) when the residues were extrapolated using the linear prediction method. The peaks of the extrapolated RTF agree well with those of the actual RTF. The large amplitude estimation error (the dip) at about 190 Hz was caused by a misestimation of the residue function. The error powers of the RTF's extrapolated using the cosine function and linear prediction method at each receiver position are shown in Fig. 10 . The error power when the nearest RTF (that is, the RTF measured at receiver position 7) was used as the estimated RTF for all receiver positions is shown for reference. These results show that the errors for all extrapolation methods decreased as the distance increased, but both proposed methods had lower error power than when using the nearest RTF. To quantify the relationship between the estimation error and the interpolation or extrapolation distance, and the effective frequency range of the proposed method, will need further investigation under various conditions.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed using the common acoustical poles and their residues to model the room transfer function. This model corresponds to the theoretical expression of the room transfer function, which is based on the wave equation. The common acoustical poles correspond to the resonance frequencies (eigenfrequencies) of the room; they are independent of the source and receiver positions. The residues correspond to the eigenfunctions in the room. Therefore, our proposed model can express the RTF variations by using analytical residue functions corresponding to the eigenfunctions for rooms with a simple geometry, such as rectangular.
We also proposed methods for interpolating and extrapolating RTF's by using known (measured) RTF's based on our proposed model. The residue variation can be approximated as a cosine function or a linear prediction method in a rectangular room when the source location is fixed and the receiver moves parallel to one axis. The parameters of the approximated residue functions were estimated from the actual residues, which were calculated from the measured impulse responses. The room transfer functions were then interpolated and extrapolated based on the estimated residue values and the common acoustical poles. Our experiments showed that at low frequencies the proposed interpolation and extrapolation methods have much smaller errors than conventional methods.
The proposed common-acoustical-pole and residue model thus provides a promising approach to interpolating and extrapolating RTF's. Furthermore, we expect that our proposed model can be applied to simulations of continuous RTF variations caused by movement of the source. APPENDIX APPROXIMATED DEVIATION METHOD OF THE CAPR MODEL Equation (2) can be rewritten in the -plane (the Laplace transform domain) with the limitation of the frequency range as (24) where , and is the number of resonance frequencies in the objective frequency band. From (2) and (24), function is expressed using eigenfunctions and as
The poles in (24) correspond to the double-sided waveform of sound pressure in the space domain. So, the transfer function should be represented as a causal transfer function in the time domain. Now, (24) can be rewritten as follows:
By assuming , the first term on the right side in (26) contributes significantly for , and the second term does so significantly for . Therefore, the first and second terms on the right side do not interfere very much with each other, and can be treated separately. Since and have the same amplitude frequency response, the second term can be substituted by (27) This will guarantee that the transfer function is a causal and real response in the time domain, and (24) and (27) have the same amplitude frequency response. The CAPR model can be derived by -transforming (27) using an impulse invariant method [15] .
